violative practices or conditions sought to be addressed
may constitute a violation of other specific standards,
should not be tolerated.  In short, I believe that due process
requires that such safeguard notice be strictly construed.
In my view, the citations at issue here are a classic
example of an inspector relying on a general, broad-based
safeguard notice to remedy hazardous concerns which could
have been cited and addressed by specific mandatory safety
standards.  On the facts of these proceedings, faced with
accumulations of loose coal and coal dust which presented
alleged fire or tripping hazards, the inspector opted to
rely on a safeguard notice issued some seven years earlier by
another inspector to achieve compliance which could have
directly and effectively been dealt with by citing the specific
mandatory standards intended to cover those particular
conditions.
The Secretary's Inspector's Manual, March 9, 1978
edition, at pages 11-583, states the following policy
interpretation for an inspector to follow when relying on
a safeguard notice issued pursuant to section 75.1403:
These safeguards, in addition to those
included as criteria in the Federal Register,
may be considered of sufficient importance
to be required in accordance with section
75.1403.
It must be remembered that these safeguards
are not mandatory.  If an authorized representa-
tive of the Secretary determines that a
transportation hazard exists and the hazard is
not covered by a mandatory regulation)the
authorized representative must issue a safe-
guard notice allowing time to comply before a
104 (a) citation can be issued.  Nothing here
is intended to eliminate the use of a 107 (a)
order when imminent danger exists.
(Emphasis added).
Sections 75.1403-2 through 75.1403-11 set out the criteria
by which an inspector will be guided in requiring other safe-
guards on a mine-by-mine basis under section 75.1403.  Criteria
75.1403-2, deals with brakes on hoists and elevators used to
transport materials.  Criteria 75.11403-3 deals with drum
clutches on man-hoists, and hoist ropes and cage construction
on devices used to transport mine personnel.  Criteria
75.1403-4 deals with automatic elevators,including require-
ments for an effective communication system.  Although the
criteria do not mention materials or personnel, one can logically
assume that given the appropriate circumstances, they apply
to both.
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